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There are critical concerns on blockchain regarding 

security and privacy of data. Securing the smart 

contracts run in blockchain with the use of trusted 

hardware is a one of the solutions. TPM[1] was 

chosen as here trusted hardware to focus on.

Main and sub-questions:

How to use the trusted hardware TPM to protect 

the execution of smart contracts?

▪ How does the execution of a smart contract 

within a ledger work?

▪ What are the different functionalities of a TPM?

▪ How can the functionalities of a TPM be 

integrated with a smart contract?

▪ How can the performance of the secure smart 

contract be assessed?

1. Research aim and questions:

Search terms: 

Smart Contracts, Trusted hardware, TPM, Trusted 
computing

Literature (2005 – 2021 period) from research 

databases:

Springer, Science Direct, IEEE, ACM

Coding Tools used:

The virtual machine Hyper-V[2] with TPM enabled.

Hyperledger Fabric[3] blockchain framework

Programming language Go

Opensource library Go-TPM[4] to interact with the 

TPM

Benchmark tools: 

Hyperledger Caliper[5] and Revive^cc[6]

2. Methodology

For the application, a simplified Medical Supply chain will be created.

MedStore: Pharmacy network providing medical supply.

Medical Supply: Asset which is traded on the network. 

Customers: Organization 1 which orders medicine from the MedStore.

Regulators: Organization 2 handling customers requests.

Integrate TPM to mitigate the security limitation: Wormhole attack

TPM solution:

Checksum: Check no alterations to Medical supply

Anonymity: User provided names are hashed

Authentication: TPM-generated key and hashed username stored

4. Prototype:

Hyperledger Fabric has various components

TPM has three main functionality[7]:

Secure storage

Platform measurement and reporting.

Platform authentication.

3. Background

Full code available at: https://github.com/Kevin-RN/medical-supply

Working prototype which shows potential as 

TPM has been used to secure a Medical 

application.  However, security could not be fully 

measured.

Future Work:

- Research other use cases for trusted hardware

- Development of more security analysis tools

Performance results

5. Conclusion

Transaction flow

Working Transaction

Pseudocode of the TPM function
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